
Denver Fire 

Special Events 

Permit Changes



Event Managers and Organizers

 Permitting for public outdoor events in public places as it 

relates to Event Managers and Organizers

 Permit Fees

 Changes and Why



FEES - Moving forward, fees 

will look different

Why ?

• Consistency and transparency

• Compliance

• Safety



Fire safety operational 

permits are now submitted 

online through Accela



New in 2022

 We are currently working on updating policies addressing both 
Carnivals/Fairs & Parades/Floats (estimated completion Feb 2022)

 We have updated checklists for Parades & Floats, Carnivals & Fairs, 
Pyrotechnics, and Flame Effects, and completed a revision of our 
permit fee schedule.

 Accela online special events application (We are aware that this 
application is too basic. We are currently overhauling our permit 
application to allow users to enter much more specific information about 
their event) 

 ‘New’ fees? (there are no NEW fees, they just may be new to you. DFD’s 
fee chart was recently streamlined but fees have not changed since 2013)

 We want to align our Special Event group practices with all our other Fire 
Prevention groups practices in areas involving permitting and fees.



Permits

 For many years, Denver Fire has issued permits for events such as the 

Parade of Lights or the Taste of Colorado. These large and often 

complex events were historically permitted under a blanket ‘Parade’ 

or ‘Carnival’ permit and assessed nominal fees. The permit may have 

been very generic and not addressed the specific details of the event 

including items like cooking with specific quantities of propane. With 

parade events involving floats, the specific number of float entries 

or the number of generators used to power the lights of the floats 

were overlooked. 

 Within any other Fire Prevention group, dangerous fuels like propane 

and flammable/combustible liquids use are reported in their permits 

in specific quantities, regulated, and feed accordingly. 



Unfortunately, with public events, 

tragedy happens



As recent as 2018, a young boy fell off and was 

run over by a float in Windsor parade that 

claimed his life.



Propane (LPG)

 Inherently, propane use can be dangerous 
especially when used in large quantities in public 
gatherings. Because of these dangers, Denver 
Fire regulates, inspects, and permits for LPG to 
ensure the safety for all involved. 

 In 2018, a fire occurred at the Taste of Colorado 
vendor site involving cooking under a booth with 
propane. Fortunately, the fire was extinguished 
by a quick acting on-scene Detail firefighter.

 In July 2014, a food truck’s outdated 40# propane 
tank exploded in Philadelphia and killed 3 people 
and severely injured 11 others ending in an 
unprecedented $160 million dollar settlement.



Unlike natural gas that rises and dissipates, propane is 

heavier than air. When it’s out of its container, it will 

seep into low-lying areas like streets or sewers until it 

finds an ignition source. 



Which fees may be new to you?

 LPG (propane) use and storage (used to power cooking appliances, 
temporary heaters and temporary generators)

 Every pound of propane must be permitted and accounted for

 Flammable/combustible liquid use and storage (used to power 
temporary heaters & generators)

 For diesel, we do not permit or assess fees until it is over 120 
gallons

 For gas, we do not permit or assess fees until it is over 60 gallons

 Each temporary heating appliance and generator over 5kw must be 
permitted and assessed fees

 On-site safety inspections for parade floats and carnivals or fairs 
require an inspection and inspection fee (if inspected after-hours or 
on weekends/holidays)



The Good News

We are implementing a 
graduated fee schedule -
starting 2022-2025.

In the interest of goodwill 
and economic recovery, we 
want to be supportive 
partners to event organizers 
and vendors alike and 
understand how these 
changes have economic 
effects.



The Details:

Public events held on public grounds in Denver, fire permit fees will be 
graduated over three years:

Carnivals, Fairs, Street Markets

 2022 - .33%

 2023 - .66%

 2024 – 100%

There will be a ‘cap’ set to public events in fixed locations
 Public Events, $850  (permit submitted by Event Organizers)

example: $200 (annual carnival/fair) + $650 cap max for additional items if needed 

(including the inspection fee)

 Vendors, $650 (permitted propane limited to 300# max. per vendor)

example: 300# LPG ($250), 1 generator ($75), 2 heating devices($150), 1 larger 

tent ($125)

 Parades, $6,000 (permit submitted by event organizers, includes float fees, 

generators, and float inspections)



Parades with Floats

Graduated fee schedule 

 2022 – No Charge

 2023 - .33%

 2024 - .66%

 2025 – 100%



Safety, compliance, consistency, and transparency are our 

ultimate goals at outdoor, public events. With these goals in 

mind, we wish to make each event as safe and successful 

possible.


